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Adventures of the Steampunk Pirates (series) - Gareth P Jones
Wanted: Dead or Alive! (Or smashed into little bits and delivered in boxes.) Causing
chaos wherever they sail, the robotic Steampunk Pirates are roaming the high seas, hunting
for gold! But the evil Iron Duke has other ideas...He's determined to capture the pirates in
return for a handsome reward from the King. Can the mechanical marauders stay one wave
ahead of their enemy?

The Amazing Tale of Ali Pasha - Michael Foreman
On 6th May 1915, Henry Friston, a 21-year-old seaman, rejoined his battleship after ten days
in Hell. Hell was just 180 metres long and seven metres wide and was otherwise known only
as 'X Beach', Gallipoli. Henry, ferrying the wounded from the battlefield, had not eaten or
slept for three days. Then, somehow, in the midst of the bombardments, he met an unlikely
companion - a tortoise.

Super Amazing Adventures of Me, Pig - Emer Stamp
The hilarious sequel to THE UNBELIEVABLE TOP SECRET DIARY OF PIG. Pig couldn't be happier.
Life with the vegetarian farmers is perfect, and best of all, he has a new friend, Kitty. Kitty is a
fellow vegetarian, she purrs over Pig's every move, laughing at his jokes and even gave him his
new diary! Of course, only Duck can see Kitty for the cunning, jealous, killing cat she is. Pig
won't believe she's up to something until he's eaten the entirety of the farmers' prize crop
and is half way to the pie factory

A Bear Called Paddington - Michael Bond
“A bear on Paddington Station?” said Mrs Brown in amazement. “Don’t be silly – there can’t
be.”
The original story of Paddington, the classic bear from Darkest Peru.
The Browns first meet Paddington on a railway station – Paddington station, in fact. He has
travelled all the way from Darkest Peru with only a jar of marmalade, a
suitcase and his hat. The Browns soon find that Paddington is a very unusual bear.

Baby Aliens Got My Teacher! - Pamela Butchart
One day Izzy and her friends are surprised to find that their teacher, Miss Jones, is actually
being nice to them. This is the woman who was caught secretly smiling when Maisie Miller fell
off her chair. There can only be one conclusion: she's been taken over by aliens, and now she
wants to make them all aliens too!
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The Brilliant World of Tom Gates (series) - Liz Pinchon
When my teacher, Mr Fullerman, doesn’t have his BEADY EYES on me, I like to draw pictures and
write stories about stuff – like when we had the worst holiday ever (camping sucks), and when
my parents came to school for parents’ evening (groan), and about how Marcus Meldrew is the
most annoying boy in the world and how I don’t want to sit next to him in class. All I want to do is
get tickets to see the best band ever, DUDE3, when they come to town. It’s not easy when I’m up
against
Delia, my weirdo big sister, and all my plans seem to get me into MAJOR TROUBLE.”

Even My Ears are Smiling—Michael Rosen
A collection of classic poetry by celebrated children’s poet Michael Rosen featuring favourites
such as ‘Nursery Rhymes and Hairy Crimes’, ‘I don’t like custard’ and ‘Knees’. The selection of
fun-filled verse is accompanied by an audio CD of Rosen performing each and every poem.
Colourful and brimming with personality, Rosen’s style is wonderfully matched with Babette
Cole’s distinctive drawings. Full of short poems that crackle with fun, rhythm and word-play, this
collection is a great way to introduce young children to the joys of poetry

Lob—Linda Newberry
He's older than anyone can tell. Older than the trees. Older than anybody.
For as long as she can remember, Lucy has wanted to catch a glimpse of the mysterious green
man who lives in Grandpa Will's garden: Lob.
You have to be very special to see him; that's what Grandpa says. Lucy's parents think Lob's just
imaginary, but Lucy knows he exists. And she can't believe it when she finally spots Lob in the
gooseberry bushes.
But Lucy's world is about to be shattered by a terrible event. What will happen to Lob now - and
will she ever see him again?

The Number 1 Car Spotter - Atinuke
The start of an exciting new series about the irresistible No. 1, whose hobby is car spotting but
who is good at solving all sorts of problems for his village. When the family's cart breaks down
and there's no way of bringing goods to market, it's No. 1 who devises the Toyota Cow-rolla and
saves the day. He runs errands for his family and helps Mama Coca-Cola feed the busloads of
people who stop for her delicious fried akara. No. 1 even helps Grandmother get to the medical
centre when she can't afford treatment. No. 1 is bright and plucky and resourceful – a fantastic
new character in what will undoubtedly prove to be a brilliant series!
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The Legend of Frog - Guy Bass
The Legend of Frog is the first book in a brand new three-part series by award-winning and
best-selling author, Guy Bass. This book is a mash-up of fairy tale, fantasy and science fiction
with a hearty helping of humour. Prince Frog is convinced he's destined to rule the
world ...the trouble is, the world has ended. Undeterred, Frog sets out to claim his crown,
armed with nothing more than a pair of Catastrophe Pants and his trusty stick, Basil
Rathbone. But Frog soon realizes that the world isn't quite as ended as he thought. He
discovers a magical kingdom, filled with wild landscapes, strange creatures ...and a princess
sitting on his throne.

The Pied Piper of Hamelin - Michael Morpurgo
In the town of Hamelin, the rich and greedy live like kings and queens while the poor and sick
scavenge rubbish tips for scraps. A lame orphan boy tells the classic tale of how a plague of rats
take over the town and how a fantastic piper offers to rid Hamelin of its rats for a single gold
coin, then lures away the town's children when the greedy mayor breaks his word. Masterfully
weaving contemporary social and environmental themes into a gripping tale, and celebrating it
with breath-taking illustrations, former British Children's Laureate Michael Morpurgo and
illustrator Emma Chichester Clark team up to create a compelling new take on this timeless
story.

The Elephant’s Friend and other Tales From Ancient India - Marcia
Williams
Have you heard about the elephant and the dog who became not just unlikely companions, but
the best of friends? Or the traveller whose greed for gold lures him straight into the scrawny
tiger’s trap? How about the talkative tortoise who can’t keep his mouth closed to save his life?
Drawing from three books of best-loved Indian folktales — Hitopadesha Tales, Jataka Tales, and
Panchantra Tales — this graphic storybook collection, alive with kid-friendly illustrations, is
infused with humor and warmth.

George’s Marvellous Medicine—Roald Dahl
George's grandma is a grizzly, grumpy, selfish woman with pale brown teeth and a small
puckered-up mouth like a dog's bottom. Four times a day she takes a large spoonful of thick
brown medicine, but it doesn't seem to do her any good. She's always just as horrid after she's
taken it as she was before. So when George is left alone to look after her one morning, it's just
the chance he needs...
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Atticus Claw Breaks the Law - Jennifer Gray
When Atticus receives a mysterious message asking him to a meeting in a sleepy coastal town,
he packs his bags and sets off. The world's greatest cat burglar likes a good mystery and this
time curiosity has got the better of him. The writer of the message, it turns out, is none other
than Jimmy the Magpie, gang leader. He wants Atticus to steal all the jewels in town and leave
the humans baffled.

Compton Valance - Matt Brown
When Compton Valance and his best friend Bryan Nylon discover the world's first TIME
MACHINE (aka a mouldy, thirteen-week-old-cheese-and-pickled-egg sandwich), they
become the most powerful boys in the universe. But how will Compton and Bryan
decide to use their incredible new time-travelling powers? Will they use them for good?
Will they use them for evil? Or will they just focus their efforts on perfecting a formula
for the world's first pair of custard trousers? Things are about to get totally scrambled
for Compton Valance.

Utterly Me, Clarice Bean - Laruen Child
The story revisits Clarice's family, and introduces Ruby Redfort, ace girl detective and star
of Clarice's favourite books. Ruby is always going on exciting adventures, but all Clarice
gets to do is go to the local shop on her own. But when Clarice and her best friend, Betty
Moody, decide to do their school project on the Ruby Redfort books, they suddenly start
finding mysteries everywhere. Why are all the coats on the wrong hooks at school, and
where has Granddad disappeared to?

Fizzlebert Stamp. The Boy Who Ran Away From The Circus
—A.F. Harrold
Fizzlebert Stump lives in a travelling circus. But although he gets to hang around with acrobats,
play the fool with clowns, and put his head in a lion's mouth every night, he's the only kid there and he's bored. But then Fizz decides to join a library, and life suddenly gets a lot more exciting,
when a simple library card application leads to him being kidnapped by a pair of crazed
pensioners! Will he ever see the circus again?
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Charlotte’s Web - E.B. White
This beloved book by E. B. White, author of Stuart Little and The Trumpet of the Swan, is a
classic of children's literature that is "just about perfect."
Some Pig. Humble. Radiant. These are the words in Charlotte's Web, high up in Zuckerman's
barn. Charlotte's spider web tells of her feelings for a little pig named Wilbur, who simply
wants a friend. They also express the love of a girl named Fern, who saved Wilbur's life when
he was born the runt of his litter.

Gobbolino The Witch’s Cat - Ursula Williams
First published in the 1940s, the story of Gobbolino the witch's cat with one white paw and bright
blue eyes, has been delighting generations of young readers. It's the charming tale of a cat born a
witch's cat but who would much rather be a kitchen cat. While his sister Sootica learns how to ride
a broomstick and turn mice into toads, Gobbolino sets out to find a family to care for him and a
home of his own. But Gobbolino is mistrusted wherever he goes, and blamed for myterious
happenings such as the farmer's milk turning sour, and the orphanage children's gruel turning into
chocolate! After many such adventures, Gobbolino finally finds the home of his dreams

The SpiderWick Chronicles - Holly Black and Tony DiTerlizzi
It all started with a mysterious letter left at a tiny bookstore for authors Tony DiTerlizzi and Holly
Black. Its closing lines: “We just want people to know about this. The stuff that has happened to
us could happen to anyone.” Little could they imagine the remarkable adventure that awaited
them as they followed Jared, Simon, and Mallory Grace and a strange old book into a world filled
with elves, goblins, dwarves, trolls, and a fantastical menagerie of other creatures. The oddest
part is in entering that world, they didn’t leave this one

